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All of Aristophanes' plays (we have eleven) are striking in one way or another, but Clouds 

has two very special features. In the first place, this play has a surprising, even shocking end. 

Like most comic plays, Greek comedies usually have some sort of 'happy ending'. They finish 

on an up beat with a celebration, a wedding, a banquet, a dance. Clouds ends with arson 

and, conceivably, murder: a building is deliberately burned down in the full knowledge that 

its occupants are thereby exposed to the risk of being burnt alive. Furthermore, the burning 

is done by the central figure of the drama, who may not be a 'hero' in every sense of that 

word, but who is certainly the figure that the audience identify with, if they identify with 

anyone. It is as if we were being invited to condone, and even enjoy, the most serious kind 

of violent crime. 

 

Secondly, Clouds actually talks about its own past production. In the middle of the play, at a 

point where the chorus-leader of an Aristophanic comedy often speaks directly to the 

audience (the parabasisi, the chorus-leader of Clouds says, on behalf of his author:  

 

Spectators, I'll be frank with you. 

I reckoned this was the most intellectual of my comedies 

(it certainly gave me a lot of work), 

And as I took you for an intelligent audience, 

I decided to give you the first taste of it. 

But then I was defeated by low-grade writers, 

Through no fault of my own. 

 

The play was produced in BC 423. Like all Greek drama in the Classical age, it was produced 

in open competition, in this case as one of three competing comedies; and to the 

consternation of its author, already an immensely successful playwright (though now 

probably only in his mid-twenties), Clouds came third and last. Aristophanes' response was 

to revise the play, and within a few years (around BC 417) he had worked out a second 

version. It was never performed in his lifetime, but – as the passage just quoted shows – it is 

the text of this second version that we possess: the text of the original version is lost. The 

upshot is that Clouds contradicts one of the most basic bits of common knowledge about 

Greek drama: that each and every play was composed for one specific production. This play, 

as we have it, was not written for a first production, and – as far as Aristophanes himself 

was concerned – it was never in fact produced at all. 

 



From discussions by ancient scholars, we know something, but not very much, about the 

first Clouds and how it differed from the play that we have. We know that the whole play 

was revised, but not entirely rewritten, and in particular we know that in its present form 

the end is new. Whether the original end, whatever it was, was any less shocking, it is 

impossible to know, although many modern scholars offer their guesses. What is more 

important than guessing, however, is to realize how much this play must have meant to its 

author that he should have taken the very unusual step of revising it anyway. 

 

Impious Brain-house 

 

Clouds is about the philosopher Socrates, an old peasant-farmer Stepsiades, and his 

(teenage?) son Pheidippides. Or rather the play is about conflict: the conflict of the 

generations, new and old; the conflict between town and country; the conflict between 

sophistication and unsophistication; the conflict between rationalist thought (which 

challenges any and all existing beliefs) and tradition (which has to be accepted without 

challenge, if it is to survive). Strepsiades is in debt because his son spends too much money 

on horses. In desperation, the father tries to persuade his son to enrol at Socrates' new 

research-centre, the Phrontisterion or Brain-house. His idea is that, as a pupil of Socrates, 

the boy will somehow be able to learn how to argue his debts away, but Pheidippides 

refuses. As a last resort Strepsiades himself signs up. He finds himself in a world of strange 

knowledge, ruled over by strange powers. He is surprised to learn that the old gods like Zeus 

no longer exist, and he meets the philosopher's elegant new deities, the Clouds: 

 

Clouds   ... Let us shake the rainy mist 

From our immortal form, and look 

With telescopic eye on earth. 

 

Socrates  O most holy Clouds, you have hearkened to my call. 

(to St.) Did you feel their voice amid the awesome thunder's roar? 

 

Strepsiades  Well, I felt something awesome, all right, your holinesses. 

I'm so shook up I want to be farting back at the thunder. 

I'm sure it's wrong, but I need a shit this minute. 

 

Not surprisingly, this unsophisticated old countryman is incapable of coming to terms with 

the mysteries of smart talk and abstract education, but eventually he managed, after all, to 

get his son to take his place. This is disastrous. Pheidipides learns to argue, as his father 

failed to, but what Pheidippides is interested in arguing is the case for corporal punishment 

– to be administered by sons on their fathers: 

 

 



How nice it is to be up with everything clever and chic, 

And have the opportunity to look down on traditional values. 

In the days when all I could think about was racing. 

I couldn't put two words together without making a gaffe. 

But now Socrates has made me give up all that, 

And I spend my time on subtleties, arguments, meditations, 

I think I can prove it's a man's duty to punish his father. 

 

When Pheidippides then prepares to apply the same treatment to his mother, Strepsiades 

decides enough is enough: Socrates (he now realizes) is a menace. He blames the Clouds for 

leading him astray, but they put the blame squarely back on him: 

 

We always act that way 

When we find a man in love with evil, 

Until we lure him into misery 

So that he may learn to fear the gods. 

 

And Strepsiades takes his revenge on Socrates and his associates 

 

For a dozen reasons, 

But most of all because they wronged the gods. 

 

Will the real Socrates stand up? 

 

The Socrates of this play is very different from the Socrates we hear about from other Greek 

authors, notably Socrates' own great pupil, the philosopher Plato. In Clouds, Socrates is 

clever, but unlovable and unscrupulous, a money-grubbing quack. In Plato, Socrates is a 

patient, noble, original thinker, whose every thought, word and deed is based on the 

highest moral principles. Plato's version of Socrates is, no doubt, idealized, but (no one 

doubts) Aristophanes' version is far further from a neutral picture of the real man. What 

Aristophanes has done, under the name of Socrates, is satirize a group of immensely 

influential intellectuals that we know of as the Sophists. These thinkers, well-known if often 

misunderstood in Aristophanes' own day, were interested in many different fields of 

enquiry, scientific and philosophical, but especially in the workings of language and the way 

that language can be used to persuade an audience. They were essentially free thinkers, not 

an organized movement, and among other things, their free thought tended to cast doubt 

on the reality of traditional belief in the traditional gods. They usually taught their ideas, or 

their skills, for a fee. They were regarded with a mixture of curiosity, admiration, derision 

and fear. 

 



There is no doubt that the real-life Socrates was not in any strict sense a Sophist, not least, 

because he, unlike them, refused to teach for money. For the purposes of Clouds, however, 

all contemporary intellectuals are Sophists, and Socrates, as the best-known intellectual of 

his day, becomes the symbol of them all. Historians of Greek culture can hardly overlook the 

irony that the real Socrates was himself, some years later (BC 399), put to death as a public 

enemy, partly (it would seem) as a result of various comic satires on him, including Clouds 

itself. For anyone primarily interested in Aristophanes, however, what matters is not so 

much the historical Socrates, as the Socrates of the play and what he stands for. 

 

The Aristophanic Socrates is a detached thinker, who stands apart from any existing 

community and its established values and practices; who insists on the importance of 

persuading others that his thoughts are the right thoughts however subversive this may be 

to the community, and whatever its moral or social consequences. To some people, then as 

now, detached thought is good in itself. The historical Socrates was one such person, and 

Aristophanes (for all his caricature) makes his own Socrates the same. Aristophanes' 

presentation however, invites us to take a different view. The hero Strepsiades is not 

everyone's idea of a hero; but what he stands for, we are invited to support too: the 

traditional values of the community, embodied, in this case, in earthy country life. As 

Strepsiades tells us in the first scene of the play, his troubles began when he married a 

fashionable woman from town – 

 

When I married her, I went to bed 

Smelling of rough wine, dried figs, sheep's wool, abundance: 

She smelled of perfume, powder, French kisses. 

Extravagance . . . –  

 

and his troubles get worse when their son takes after the city-mother, not the country-

father. This son, as a young man about town, is exposed to all the temptations of town, 

from splashing out on the high life to the latest intellectual fashions. And the fashionable 

intellectual Socrates is only too able and willing to corrupt the young Pheidippides, just as, 

in real life two decades later, the historical Socrates was to be put on trial for (supposedly) 

corrupting the young men of the city as a whole. 

 

Strepsiades' initial response to his problem of debt is to take up with Socrates. His eventual 

response to the 'crimes' of Socrates is the criminal 'solution' of burning down the Brain-

house, with or without its inmates as well. The solution is tidy, but can we feel that the 

crimes were actually so serious as to warrant such a punishment? But then, even if 

Aristophanes invites us to identify with Strepsiades' cause, does he necessarily invite us to 

identify, quite, with Strepsiades himself in his extreme violence? Is Clouds rather, perhaps, a 

sort of cautionary tale: if you disturb the traditional order of society, look at the hornets' 

nest you stir up .. .? But either way, is such a shocking end an acceptable end for this play or 



indeed for comedy at all? The original audience may have left us its views on these 

questions (perhaps on the basis of a different kind of end, perhaps not), but the questions 

are ones that must be answered by every reader – and every spectator. 
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